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introduction

• It’s something of an honour for me to
speak here today
– Even if most attendees are in alcoholinduced comas at the moment

• When jonathon invited me, he was a
little anxious that the conference
wouldn’t be suCceSsful
– I told him it would be
• And I was right

• However, I Did kinda cheat…
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Deja vu

• The thing is, I’m sure I’ve been here
before:

Adventure ‘89

• Adventure ‘89 was a gathering in the
uk of independent mud/mug/mua/
mu*/mmorpg/mmog/mmo/pw/peg/virtual
world developers
• (I’ll just stick with virtual worlds)
– If only to dilute this bunch’s trademark…
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ideas

• Adventure ’89 was a showplace for ideas
• Perhaps 20 virtual worlds were shown,
all of them DiFferEnt

aside

• Yes, I am the kind of person who collects
fliers from an obscure conference
and hoards them for decades
– You thought your own imgdc literature was
ephemeral, did you?
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range

• When I said the virtual worlds were all
different, I meant it:
–
–
–
–
–

Federation ii – space opera
The zone – adult (score to score)
Dark city – cyberpunk
Strat – holiday on the moon
Trash – “fire-breathing cabBages and inflatable

–
–
–
–

hover-cars”
void – magical adult
prodigy – ancient britain
Empyrion – underwater city
Spacers – generation spaceship

fantasy

• Even the fantasy worlds weren’t all the
same
– Gods – end game players can create objects
using points given by worshippers
– Mirrorworld – rolling resets
– Avalon – grid-based in places
– Bloodstone – object decomposition (humans
made of 260 parts)
– Amp – objects with shape
– Strata – internal currency
– Warlord – highly combat-intensive
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Why?

• So why did this happen?
• Why the sudden FLOWERI
FLOWERING of virtual
world design ideas?
– Was it always going to happen?
– What factors enabled it?

• Furthermore, does what happened
then inform us about what wiLl happen
today?
• That’s what I’m going to be talking
about for the next <however many> minutes

Random

• Here’s a random female draenei from WoW:
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factors

• Ok, so it was always going to happen:
–
–
–
–
–

People had seen what was poSsible
Development costs had come down
There was money to be made
There were no decent engines available
Designing virtual worlds is fun

• And Guess what? These conditions apply
today To you
• I guess I’d better explain them in more
detail..

possible

• In 1989, virtual worlds had been around
for about 10 years
– Those were textual worlds

• today, the action is all with graphical
worlds
– Which have been around for about 10 years

• People played the earlier worlds and
were INSPIRED to create their own
– If they hadn’t seen the earlier ones, would they
have done it?
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The big 3/4/5/…

• the early textual days began with mud1
• Several virtual worlds were written
by players of mud1
• the big 3 were mud1, shades and gods
• Then the big 4 with mirrorworld
• then the big 5 with federation ii
– There never was a federation 1

• None of these actually were big compared
to what was to come, of course…

Ko’catan

• Meridian 59: revelation
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Big revisited

• Graphical worlds were written by
players of textual worlds
• The big 3 were ultima online, everquest
and asheron’s call
– Sorry, brian!

• Then the big 4 with anarchy online
• Then the big 5 with dark age of camelot
• None of these actually were big compared
to what was to come, of course…

The point

• big N worlds show what’s feasible
• In the minds of the imaginative, they
also show what’s poSsible
• All players want to be designers
– How hard can it be?

• Only a few actually are designers
– Most just want to play their designs
• More on this later

• But when you get a critical maSs of
design talent, you get a flowering
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originality

• Front page of A pitch circa 1986:

• Not the work of a designer…

Costs then

• The development of early textual worlds
was hindered because mainframes cost
more than ocean liners
• Only when PCs came out could home
users think of writing virtual worlds

• costs were still high, but by 1989 they
were tantalisingly within reach
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Costs now

• The development of early graphical
worlds was also hindered by cost
– Computers
– Bandwidth
– artwork

• Graphical worlds remain expensive
– To run as well as write
– yet costs are tantalisingly within reach

• Besides, you’ll make it all back, right?

Them thar hills

• 18 years ago, even smaLl-scale textual
worlds made money
• Here’s why (from an adv ‘89 MUD2 flier):

• £1 of 1989 money is worth £2.08615 today,
which is $4.12421
• http://www.measuringworth.com/calculators.html
• http://www.xe.com/ucc/
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profit

• Imagine if you could charge $4 an hour!
• People figured virtual worlds would make
money enough to fill several barns
• Some did make money

• Most just about broke even

conditions

• There are two ways to make eyeboGgling amounts of money from
developing virtual worlds
• 1) spend eye-boggling amounts on
development
• 2) be lucky
– Independents have to aim for this one

• Of course You have a brilliant world
that everyone will want to play
– But so does everyonE else here
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Field of dreams

• It’s easy to think that because you built
it, people will come

• Or that originality means players

Stark truth

• You are not going to get half a
miLlion users for your virtual world
– That’s not

• You can regard 100,000 as cause for
CELEBRATION
• You can regard 40,000 as a suCcesS
• You probably “only” need 20,00030,000 to break even
• (But actually, you don’t care, do you?)
– I know your secret…
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prophetic

• Here’s a flier for an early us virtual
world called prophecy:

Engines (lack of)

• So You’re not using a commercial virtual
world engine, you’re writing your own
• Reasons: they’re too expensive, they
don’t do what you want, and you can
write something beTter anyway
– “And sell it”

• this situation won’t last
– Off-the-shelf engines are becoming more and
more atTractive
• That is, freE

• It’s how things are right now, though
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goodness

• You may not like the EXTRA WORK, but
a bespoke engine is goOd for creativity
• The more you write in-house, the more
diFferent your world will be
– Because there’s a Greater possibility for
divergence

• This is why there was such a variety
of worlds at adventure ’89
• It’s also why there’s such a variety
represented here

soon

• It won’t be like this for long, though
• With textual worlds, it went:
–
–
–
–
–
–

1989 tinymud
1989 lpmud
1990 dikumud
1990 moo
1990 tinymuck
1991-present one of the above…

• The capacity for innovation is reduced
once game engines become a viable option
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window

• New media only get one window of
exuberant Creative expression
• For graphical virtual worlds We’re –
you’re – in it now
• Believe it or not, this makes you very
fortunate and privileged
– Your work will be noticeable

• We wiLl see creativity in worlds that use
game engines or web 2.0 solutions
• We’ll see an awful lot of dire clones
though

Designers…

• “Game design is actually a new phenomenon in
video games as a whole. It really came about
around 10 years ago. ... Originally, you'd have a
programmer and an artist, maybe. There were
games that were done by just a programmer. As
the graphics ability got better, they hired artists.
Now, as stories and content are more central to
the game than they were a dozen years ago,
you’ve got to have somebody who thinks just
about the game, hence, game designers.”
– City of heroes designer jack emmert, keynote at 2006
serious games summit
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Finally - fun

• The final factor that made a flowering
of creativity inevitable was that
designing virtual worlds is fun
• This is the most important reason
• Indeed, if you think about it, it’s the
only reason anyone would design them
– It’s not something the real world nEeds…

• Of course, it isn’t just anyone who’d
design them
– It takes a special kind of person to do it…

motivation

• The people who attended adventure ‘89
wanted to create worlds
• Sure, they wanted to make money, too,
but that was basically an excuse
• The prospect of gold raining from
above was how they rationalised
spending their time creating worlds
• ReaLly, though, they created worlds
simply because for some people creating
worlds is fun
• That applies to you, too!
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players

• everyone
– who watches movies thinks they could
make one
– who reads books thinks they could write
one
– Who plays virtual worlds thinks they
could design one

• But No! Most players can only design
what they want to play
• Designers design what they want to
design

On fun

• People who play virtual worlds do it
for a reason

• People who design them also do it for
a reason
– They want to say something
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Fighting to design

• that jack emmert quote was misinterpreted
• Early games were not designed by
programmers, they were programmed
by designers
• People created the games not because
programming was fun, but because
designing was fun
• The same applied/applies to virtual worlds
• You find designing yours fun
– Otherwise, why are you doing it?

advice

• Having been here before, I’d like to offer
some encouragement
– Apart from that “you’re not going to retire
to the Caribbean” thing…

• Firstly, you may think that you’re
lagging behind, but so’s what’s ahead of
you
• Remember that screEnshot from m59 ?
• Here it is again, this time with its
original caption:
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Beautiful architecture

• This was once state of the art

Catch-up

• Whatever your graphics, they’re always
going to look poor alongside what
comes out later
• Even With textual worlds we got
coloured text and GUI clients
• Don’t freTt about it!
• So long as what you have looks
professional, it doesn’t have to be
Amazing
– And even if it is Amazing, it won’t be for long
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novelty

• Another thing: it is possible that two
people have the same idea independently
• If someone else’s world has a premiss
similar to yours, don’t panic
– Unless it’s a “magic returns after world
destroyed in cataclysm” scenario – then you
can panic…

• The premiss may be the same but the
details will be different
• Even some clone muds survived just fine

prophetic

• Oh yes, I showed you this earlier
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random

• And this:

Blind chance

• And now this:
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designers

• You are designers, not players
• You want to create a virtual world so
badly that you’re here, at this conference,
right now, to speak to other designers
• Wannabe designers just don’t have that
coMmitment or deDication
• Only true designers are that driven
• A virtual world design is more than a
mere idea
• It’s part of your soul

originality

• I’ve seen over a dozen of these:

• The latest was earlier this year
• Non-designers just don’t get it
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Experiment!

• The less you have, the less you have to
lose
• You can take bigger risks – so take
them!
• Don’t hover in the big N comfort zone,
you can’t compete with them there
• But Someone spending $25,000,000
can’t compete with you elsewhere
– Because if they blew it they’d be burned
at the stake

Money?

• Will you get $MONEY$ this way?
• Ok, so It is poSsible
– see runescape

• Are people rushing to create a tale in
the desert clones, though?
• No, they’re not
• but atitd got andrew tepper funding to do
something much bigger
– And he enjoyed himself doing it!
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Independence day

• What big N publishers offer is
evolution
• They don’t get to do revolution
• You do get to do revolution!
• What’s more, the conditions are aLl
there, right now, to do it
• You’re independents, so asSert your
independence
• Your day has come!

summary

• Why am I giving this talk?
• Well, it’s Because I haven’t died yet
• In history-of-virtual-world terms, I’m a
dinosaur who isn’t yet extinct
– By now I really should be extinct!

• I want you to make me extinct
– I want to be surprised for once!

• You can do it and you wiLl do it
• Just remember to have FUN on the way!
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questions

• I guess this is where you shOot me
down
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